
MARKET MACHINATIONS  
Friday 21st February 2020 
 

STORE 

 Numbers more than doubled to 4509 head for this week’s store sale. 
 Cattle were penned mainly from the Maranoa and the Warrego in a market that 

was dearer for steers and lightweight heifers and cheaper for heavy heifers and 
cows. 

 Steers under 280kgs sold from 400-430c and topped at 448c to be 25-30c 
dearer. 

 Steers 290-400kgs were 13-25c stronger to reach 422c most from 380-410c. 
 Steers in the 400-550kgs range reached 400c and averaged 354c to be 3c dearer. 
 Lightweight heifers were 18-35c dearer to top at 378c most selling from 340-368c. 
 Heifers 280-450kgs sold to 386c, and ranged from 330-367c to be easier. 
 Heavy cows for the export industry ranged from 265-287c and topped at 295c to be 15-20c 

cheaper. 
 Medium weight and better boner cows sold from 230-263c to be also 15-20c easier. 
 Store cows and lightweight boners sold from 195-235c to be firm to 3c cheaper. 

 

NEXT PRIME SALE THURSDAY 5th March 2020 
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THE WEEK AHEAD  

Processors this week attempted to get back some control of the prime market with values falling for cows 
in particular by up to 30c per kg liveweight with few selling centres escaping the falls. The better end of 
the cows are still making 250-295c in southern Queensland saleyards, which still looks pretty good. Quotes 
for the top cows OTH remain in the main unchanged from last week at 550-580c HSCW, or on a 48% yield, 
264-278c for a 300kg dressed cow (625kgs live). Exporters this week were handed a free kick with the 
Australian dollar falling to an 11-year low as it nudges 66c US, so this should keep product moving. MLA 
released last year’s slaughter levels with throughput lifting 8% to 8.5 million head. Unsurprisingly, due to 
the woeful weather across the country, females made up 56% of this total to be the highest on record. 
Australia gained number one position by values for its exports at $10.8billion, with Brazil number one for 
quantity at 1.57million tonnes, Argentina being most improved with their exports lifting by 53%. Another 
unsurprising fact was China was the main destination for Brazilian’s exports taking just under half a million 
tonnes, or 32% of the country’s total exports; the next two being Hong Kong and Egypt. China remains 
constantly in the news for the Coronavirus. This seems to be blamed for all manners of the world’s 
business problems at the moment. No doubt, when this matter has left the front page of the news the 
Chinese protein shortage won’t have gone away. Expect demand to remain strong balanced by the odd 
unforeseen hiccup. Store cattle values have not backed off with buyers all across the eastern seaboard in 
the mix. A chance of some good follow up falls across many regions in Queensland could stoke the demand 
even a little hotter. We’ll just have to wait and see, here’s hoping.   
 

 

**AGENTS** 
Duncan McLeod 0428 225 727    Cameron Adcock 0428 988 252 

Seamus Filan 0428 462 312    Wayne Scriven 0447 976 097  
 

EYCI: 698.75 Up 36.75;   30-DAY SOI:  -2.86 Down 1 .07;    AUD $: US $:  0.6600 Down 0.119 
 
 

Source: MLA< USDA another commercially available information. Disclaimer: MAA shall not be responsible for any loss, damage or expense, which may be sustained by any reader of this report due to neglect, omission, 
delay or failure on the part of MAA in its report on market conditions. Although every care has been taken in compiling the report, it is stressed that its content is an opinion only and not be taken as any more than that. 

 
CATEGORY 

LIVEWEIGHT HSCW 
PRICE 
RANGE 

LWT Eq. MOVEMENT 

 

Trade Feeder Steers 
300-400kg n/a n/a 360 – 390c        +20 

Trade Feeder Heifers 300-400kg n/a n/a 360 – 380c +20 

Heavy Feeders 350-500kg n/a n/a 370 - 385c 
 

+20 
 

Angus Feeders 380-520kg n/a n/a 385 – 410c        +20 

0 – 4T (MSA) 530-730kg 240-340kg 615 - 665c 329 - 359c 
           

+30 

4 – 8T 550-730kg 300-420kg 570 - 640c  308 - 345c 
                

 +30 

 
Cows 440-475kg 200-300kg 520 - 580c        249 – 278c 

                   

+30 
 


